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Information Minister Lewis Brown addressing reporters Thursday. 

Monrovia - The government of Liberia on Thursday released findings of the investigation of the diplomatic scandal 

involving the appointment of Danish journalist Mads Johan Brygger Cortzen as Honorary Consul of Liberia to the 

Central African Republic (CAR). 

According to the government’s official statement which was read by Information Minister Lewis G. Brown, all 

procedures of vetting leading to the appointment were adhered to: “The investigation uncovered no official 

misconduct in the process of appointment”. 

Journalist Cortzen in his documentary entitled “The Ambassador” claims that he fraudulently purchased a Liberian 

diplomatic position and passport for US$150,000 through a network that allegedly advertises and illegally sells 

diplomatic positions of struggling countries by way of the internet. 

The Liberian government appointed Mr. Cortzen as Honorary Consul to the Central African Republic in July 2011. But 

in its post investigative statement on the matter, the government said Cortzen’s “Diplomatic passport was a forgery 

and his title as Ambassador-At-Large was a bogus one”. 

The Liberian government clarified that at the time of Cortzen’s appointment the issuance of hand written passports 

was no longer used in Liberia as the issuance of the Biometric ECOWAS passports came into effect. 



The investigation has revealed that twelve cases of fraud involving Biometric ECOWAS passports have been 

unveiled. But the questions on the lips of many are: How possible is it to be appointed Honorary Consul without a 

Diplomatic pass? Who gave him the handwritten passport? 

Commenting on the issue in August, ECOWAS Vice-President Toga G. McIntosh said on Radio Veritas: “The 

certificate that is in the possession of Journalist Cortzen, which is also circulating in the public, is a genuine one since 

it contained both my signature and that of President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf’s.” 

Dr. Mcintosh served as Minister of Foreign Affairs in 2011, during which Cortzen got the fraudulent appointment, but 

denies taking money from the Danish Journalist for the position: “Bringing the facts to the open will greatly help our 

country than throwing damaging allegations out there.” 

He then challenged his accusers to prove that he took bribes. 

In the press statement released by the Liberian government, Dr. McIntosh’s confidence is reaffirmed: “”He has 

represented the country abroad and held many highly sensitive positions in major international institutions with dignity 

and respect.” 

But Minister Brown admitted that the vetting process is not void of problems and leakages: “The process put in place 

for vetting applicants for Honorary Consul and other honorary title holders is not perfect and the Government will 

continue to improve on it.” 
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